Structural evolution of thrust wedges is influenced by synkinematic deposition ahead and upon them. It dampens uplift of synclines and promotes amplification of anticlines. High-resolution marine seismic images and analogue experiments indicate that emergent thrusts only form upper thrust flats (detachments, required to form far-travelled tectonic allochthons) when depositional rates at the thrust front are very low. These interactions are illustrated by re-examining tectonostratigraphic evolution of the Neogene eastern Sicily, a rotational thrust belt forming part of the Maghrebian orogen of the central Mediterranean. Existing interpretations of the thrust belt which invoke stacking of far-travelled thrust sheets (e.g. the "Sicilide") are incompatible with stratigraphic data that are better explained by deposition upon a simple emergent imbricate fan. The distribution of pre-kinematic successions reflects basin-structuring before Neogene thrusting, so that Mesozoic depositional units are unreliable guides for structural interpretation and associated palinspastic restoration. Deformation in the thrust wedge is marked by spaced anticlines that amplify together in an array, with individual structures active for at least 6 million years. The shortening across individual structures in the thrust wedge is rather low (a few km). Yet, reconstructing the palaeomagnetic rotation history of the thrust wedge requires >200km displacement, which must have chiefly localised on the basal detachment. This behaviour was strongly facilitated by the synkinematic thrust front remaining sediment-starved for much of its history. In contrast, during much of the Mio-Pliocene, sedimentation was ponded on top of the thrust wedge. In eastern Sicily, only in the Pleistocene, and briefly during the Tortonian, did significant sedimentation occur at the thrust front and this temporarily changed thrust localisation. Displacement partitioning reflects this inferred distribution of syn-kinematic deposition. Characterising these interactions is important for interpreting the structural style in thrust systems, especially when assessing the role of allochthonous thrust sheets.
INTRODUCTION
Structural interpretation of continental thrust systems is inherently uncertain. Even in settings with numerous well-penetrations and seismic reflection data acquired and processed to high industry standards, subsurface interpretations commonly fail when tested by further drilling (reviewed by butleR et alii, 2018). Indeed, seismic reflection data can yield entirely misleading images as a consequence of spatially complex heterogeneous seismic velocity and correspondingly tortuous ray-paths. Consequently, maps of surface geology remain important sources of data from which structure can be projected to depth. However, challenges arise in subsurface interpretation when structures are disharmonic, separated by multiple detachments. The approach developed here arises from the recognition that emergent thrust systems are geometrically distinctive from buried systems (Fig. 1) . In buried thrust systems, imbricate thrusts can recombine up-dip to form duplexes (e.g. boyeR & elliott, 1982) . Yet when thrusts climb to the syn-orogenic surface they can become progressively over-stepped by syn-kinematic sediments. Not only do these sediments provide key information on the growth of structures, they can also influence the trajectories of faults and thus the geometry of the thrust wedge (e.g. stoRti & Mcclay, 1995) . The aim of this paper is to examine structural evolution in the Maghrebian thrust system of central-eastern Sicily, a setting with unrivalled syn-kinematic successions and existing structural interpretations that, as discussed below, are becoming increasingly untenable in the light of new geological data. This paper necessarily discusses regional geology and, while attempting to be concise, unavoidably focusses on specific structural-stratigraphic relationships that are primarily relevant to Sicilian geology. Brief introductory notes are provided below. Some of the more generic observations and deductions are developed in a companion paper (ButleR, in review) , which has examples from the Himalayas and Apennines.
eMeRgent vs buRied tHRust systeMs
Many of the basic geometric elements of thrust belts were developed from preserved parts of ancient systems such as the Appalachians and Moine Thrust Belt (e.g. HatcHeR, 1978; elliott & JoHnson, 1980) that did not directly interact with their syn-orogenic surface. It is these locations that provide type-examples of duplexes and related structures: thrust sheets formed at depth, wellbelow the syn-orogenic surface. They are entirely enclosed by thrust surfaces (e.g. boyeR & elliott, 1982; butleR, 1987; Fig. 1) and are therefore said to be "buried". In contrast, "emergent" thrust systems are represented by imbricate fans and related folds that influence accumulation of synkinematic sedimentation and associated local erosion (e.g. WilliaMs, 1993) . On restored sections, emergent thrust systems have segments of syn-kinematic sedimentation displayed on their restored templates (Fig. 1b) , the bedlengths of which decrease up-section in response to the gradual accumulation of shortening. Restored sections for buried thrust systems cannot show syn-kinematic deposits because the thrust slices were stacked entirely in the subsurface (Fig. 1c) .
A variety of approaches reveal fundamental differences in the structure of buried thrust systems in comparison with those that develop into strata that accumulated during deformation (Fig. 2) . Many analogue experiments have explored the large-scale dynamics of thrust wedges and a few examine the role of sedimentation on the trajectories of individual thrusts. stoRti & Mcclay (1995) show thrusts that form without syn-kinematic sedimentation climb section and then follow upper detachments (thrust flats). The resultant thrust wedge structure is marked by closelyspaced faults (Fig. 2a) . At large displacements these types of thrusts can recombine up-dip to entirely isolate thrust slices, forming duplexes (in the manner and sense of boyeR & elliott, 1982) . In contrast, when there is syn-kinematic sedimentation the imbricate thrusts continue to climb ramps into the growth strata. Upper thrust detachments are not activated. The resultant thrust wedge comprises an array of widely spaced anticlines separated by synclines within which thrust-top sediments are ponded. The generality of the results of stoRti & Mcclay (1995) have since been repeatedly reproduced (e.g. bonnet et alii, 2008; gRaveleau et alii, 2012) .
Insights on natural relationships between strata and deformation are best gained from marine seismic reflection data. Compared with their continental counterparts, seismic velocity structure is generally much less complex, seismic energy penetration is excellent, static corrections are less limiting and acquisition is far simpler so that seismic imaging is unparalleled in marine settings (e.g. Higgins et alii, 2009; butleR & Paton, 2010; totaKe et alii, 2018) . Therefore, they offer exceptional images of structures and their relationship to stratigraphy. Consider an example from the deep-water fold-thrust belt of the outer Niger Delta . In this structure, the forelimb of a thrust-associated anticline is cut by an array of thrusts. Stratal reflectors continuous with an unfaulted stratigraphic section ahead of the fold onlap faulted strata in the forelimb. However, faults shallower in the section cut deeper stratal reflectors but are themselves overstepped by younger ones. Thus, the thrust splays repeatedly climb section but cease displacement, to be replaced by younger fault strands progressively developed in their hangingwalls. Syn-kinematic sedimentation inhibits the activation of upper thrust detachments. This type of behaviour is directly analogous to salt-canopies climbing ramps as a form of progressive unconformity, in halokinetic systems (e.g. Hudec & JacKson, 2009) . Syn-kinematic sedimentation at the thrust front forces this thrust to climb a ramp.
Insights from analogue experiments and numerous high-quality seismic images from deepwater thrust belts indicate that syn-kinematic sedimentation exerts a primary control on thrust geometry. Therefore, emergent thrusts systems are expected to develop in a distinctly different fashion to buried systems. Simple application of duplex models with upper thrust detachments would appear unwarranted for thrust belts that hosted significant syn-kinematic sedimentation. These are the deductions that inspire a re-examination of thrust system evolution in the Maghrebian thrust belt of Sicily, building on our longstanding studies of syn-kinematic deposition.
SICILY: TECTONOSTRATIGRAPHIC NOTES
Before applying the insights from emergent thrust systems, it is necessary to introduce aspects of the tectonic geology of Sicily with specific reference to branch (line in 3D) The emergent thrusts (1-4) climb stratigraphic section from pre-kinematic strata (blue, green) into the synkinematic ("growth") strata (tan), defining continuous ramps. In contrast, the buried thrust system (5-9) are marked by entirely fault-bounded thrust slices. The imbricate thrusts recombine up dip onto a single roof thrust that forms a bed-parallel upper detachment ("flat") along the top of the green, pre-kinematic layer.
the Maghrebian thrust system. The island occupies a pivotal position in the tectonic framework of the Central Mediterranean (e.g. catalano et alii, 1996; Fig. 3) . Much of the island comprises deformed Tertiary and other sedimentary successions that are generally accepted to be allochthonous and constitute the eastern continuation to the Maghrebian orogen of northern Africa (see gRasso, 2001, elteR et alii, 2013; and references therein for review). Adjacent to these displaced units, in the SE of the island, the Hyblean plateau (Fig. 3) represents the orogenic foreland (e.g. buRollet et alii, 1977) , an outcropping extremity of the African continent. Through the Tertiary there has only been minor faulting in this "Pelagian" foreland area, weak deformation that is recognized through the offshore and in the North African mainland (gRasso et alii, 1990). (a, b; after stoRti & Mcclay, 1995) with a seismic section (c-e) from the deep-water thrust system of the outer Niger Delta (seismic image courtesy of CGG (formerly CGG Veritas) and the Virtual Seismic Atlas.) a) illustrates imbrication with no syn-kinematic sedimentation so that thrust slices are closely spaced and their thrusts climb up onto the upper flat. b) illustrates thrusting with synkinematic sedimentation. Here the thrusts climb continuous ramps, without upper flats. The thrust slices are correspondingly more widely separated than in (a).
The orogenic hinterland is represented by "Calabrian" basement, vestigial portions of which crop out in the Peloritani Mountains of NE Sicily (e.g. lentini, 1982; Fig. 3) and is generally inferred to be submerged beneath the southern Tyrrhenian Sea (e.g. catalano et alii, 2013). Cretaceous turbidites (Monte Soro Flysch) and various olistostromal units lie along the southern border of the Calabrian units, generally interpreted to be pre-collisional "trench" deposits (see reviews by gRasso, 2001). The Maghrebian thrust system is developed between Calabrian and Pelagian domains and at outcrop exclusively comprises Mesozoic-Cenozoic sedimentary successions. Allochthoneity of these successions is established through penetrations by wells including Ramacca 1 (biancHi et alii, 1989) and Settafarine (e.g. licKoRisH et alii, 1999; Fig. 3) . These traverse older Miocene rocks lying upon Pliocene units that in turn lie unconformably upon carbonates of the Hyblean foreland.
Thrusting is generally inferred to have been "Africadirected" with tectonic rotations (up to 100 degrees CW) in Mesozoic strata with respect to Hyblea (reviewed by cifelli et alii, 2007 and, for western Sicily, by sPeRanza et alii, 2018). These rotations progressively reduce in younger strata, consistent with rotational overthrusting through the Neogene. In recent years various groups have proposed that these rotations are diagnostic of significant right-lateral, east-west-trending strike-slip tectonics (e.g. catalano et alii, 2018). However, more detailed palaeomagnetic work suggests otherwise: strike-slip systems through most of eastern Sicily have only very minor offsets (sPeRanza et alii, 2018) . As major stratigraphic boundaries of the syn-kinematic successions are not significantly displaced by strike-slip faults within the thrust belt, we consider this deformation mode to be of only local significance, probably forming in response to local heterogeneities in fold-thrust amplification and acting as local compartmental structures which are common in all thrust systems. The regional tectonics is best described as a zone of rotational overthrusting. it is not one single depocenter but comprises arrays of synclines developed above the tectonised sedimentary successions of the thrust belt (e.g. butleR & licKoRisH, 1997). Simplified composite stratigraphic columns for Neogene strata for the "basin" are presented here (Fig. 4) . Extensive stratigraphic notes and the summaries of the sedimentary response to deformation are presented in the literature cited below. The strata are described from topdown. The succession is capped by a subaerial surface charting the uplift of Sicily, presumably due to tectonic unloading in the orogenic hinterland. It shows over 1 km of differential relief, inclined southwards to the modern coast line and, as expected of a forced regression, formed diachronously from the late Pliocene onwards (butleR et alii, 1995a) . The surface represents the top of a generally shallowing-upwards succession of marine strata that began to accumulate from the start of the Pliocene. External siliciclastic input was very limited -most of the sediment is biogenic. The top of the succession is represented by near-shore palaeoenvironments defined by parasequences with broadly southward migrating clinoforms built from packstones (e.g. licKoRisH & butleR 1996; butleR et alii, 1995a). The base of the succession is characterised by the Trubi Formation, precessioncyclically deposited chalks (van couveRing et alii, 2000) . The chalks record very little detrital input, and pass up into marls and carbonate mudstones that represent the offshore continuation of the advancing packstone coast line.
PELORITANI MOUNTAINS C A L T A N I S S E T T A B A S I N
Messinian strata include important evaporitic successions (the Gessoso Solfifera Formation of ogniben, 1957) that show rapid variations in facies and thickness in and out of synclines across the thrust belt (butleR et alii, 1995b; 2015) , although more southern parts of the system are marked by a regional blanket of rhythmically autobrecciated carbonates -the Calcare di Base of deciMa & Wezel (1973) . Messinian evaporites are divided into two "mega-cycles", separated by a subaerial unconformity which presumably correlates with a low-stand in the Mediterranean water body (butleR et alii, 1995b) .
In basinal settings the Messinian evaporites or their correlative carbonates pass up from diatomaceous laminites of the Tripoli Formation which contain the palaeobiological harbingers of the "salinity crisis" (e.g. Pedley & Maniscalco, 1999) . On the flanks and crests of anticlines, the Calcare di Base passes up from the Terravecchia Formation (gRasso & Pedley, 1988) . This is a terrigenous succession which is mudstone dominated in the south but includes shallow-marine and aerial sandstones and conglomerates in the north. The southern limit of sandstone deposition and sediment pathways, recorded by the coarse clastics, coincide with folds (Jones & gRasso, 1997) . The Terravecchia also contains patchreefs that built on anticline crests (gRasso & Pedley, 1988) . Collectively both the Terravecchia and Tripoli Formations straddle the Tortonian-Messinian boundary and are interpreted to be lateral equivalents, charting the different degrees of isolation, clastic ingress and water chemistry across the bathymetrically complex top of the thrust wedge (e.g. Pedley & Maniscalco, 1999) .
Shallow-marine -subaerial sandstones of Serravallian to Early Tortonian age unconformably overlie deformed substrate in the northern part of the Caltanissetta Basin, south of the Madonie mountains (Fig. 3) . They are shallow-marine, continental deposits of the Castellana Sicula Formation (catalano & d'aRgenio, 1990) . Deeper marine Serravallian successions are reported for various locations beneath Tortonian clays elsewhere in the Caltanissetta Basin but are generally included within the lithostratigraphic Terravecchia Formation.
Lower Miocene syn-kinematic strata are represented by turbidite sandstones and associated mudstones, broadly constituting the Numidian system. Significant sand input, now broadly accepted as being derived from the African foreland and delivered laterally along the thrust belt (see PinteR et alii, 2016; for discussion) reached the thrust system of east-central Sicily in the AquitanianBurdigalian. This sand fairway appears to have migrated southwards (in the modern reference frame, eastwards when corrected for tectonic rotations) into the Langhian. Deep-water quartz sandstones and clays continue up into the Serravallian in the Monte Judica area (caRbone et alii, 1990;  Fig. 3 ). More northern parts of the thrust belt were eroded and overlain by orogen-sourced turbidites of the Reitano Formation, also of Langhian age (gRasso et alii, 1999) .
In the southern part of the Caltanissetta Basin the pre-evaporitic strata are represented by rhythmically- Fig. 4 -Simplified representative vertical sections for the synkinematic strata of eastern Sicily. The sections are unscaled because the stratigraphies vary from basin to basin and across anticlines. The Numidian succession can achieve thicknesses of 2-3km, the Terravecchia Formation can exceed a km based on outcrop, and may locally exceed 2 km in wells. The Messinian evaporites achieve thicknesses of up to 1 km in some synclines and the Pliocene succession can achieve similar values across the thrust belt. There are numerous competing published versions of cross-sections across the Sicilian thrust belt, some of which rely on heritage seismic reflection data (e.g. bello et alii, 2000; avellone et alii, 2010; albanese & sulli, 2012) . A selection of regional interpretations for eastern Sicily is reproduced here to illustrate key points in existing interpretations (Fig. 5) . Most show large-scale displacements on stacked flat-lying detachments that juxtapose originally far-separated rock units. caRbone et alii (1990; after biancHi et alii, 1989) propose that the structure beneath the vestigial thrust-top basin at Centuripe is underlain by repeated slices of the early syn-kinematic strata -the Numidian turbidites. Their interpretation (Fig. 5a ) assumes that distinct facies in these turbidites must have been deposited in widely separated locations and that their present juxtaposition reflects substantial tectonic translations (e.g. gueRReRa et alii, 2012). In this interpretation, the structure is that of a largescale duplex. This explanation for the modern distribution of facies within the Numidian system has been challenged by PinteR et alii (2016, 2018) . They show that facies vary over distances of a few km as a consequence of deposition in relatively narrow, structurally confined corridors rather than across a broad fan on an unconfined basin floor. Thus, large-scale thrust juxtaposition is not required to explain the present distribution of facies within the Numidian turbidites. Indeed, in many sites (e.g. within the Salici Basin ( Fig. 5a ), PinteR et alii, 2018), depositional architectures can be traced directly across areas previously interpreted as containing thrusts (c.f. caRbone et alii, 1990). We discuss a re-interpretation of this profile ( Fig. 5a ) later in this paper. Duplex stacking is also adopted as a structural style by catalano et alii (2013) in their interpretation of the SiRiPRO seismic reflection profile. They propose that the thrust belt is formed by three distinct far-travelled thrust sheets ( Fig. 5b ) that comprise distinctive Mesozoic tectono-stratigraphic units. Each of these units is shown to include a succession of Numidian strata so that the structures are defined by two distinct detachment horizons (thrust "flats"), a lower one at the base of the Mesozoic strata, and an upper one within the Lower Miocene. This interpretation also places a panel of carbonates at depth, a proposition that the entire thrust belt onshore Sicily is underlain by the Hyblean foreland.
H Y B L E A N F O R E L A N D T R A P A N E S E U N I T S S I C A N I A N U N I T S I M E R E S E far-travelled
An alternative version ( Fig. 5c ), broadly along the section line of catalano et alii (2013) is proposed by lentini et alii (1996) , well-before the acquisition of the SiRiPRO seismic profile. Rather than show platform units of the Hyblean foreland continuing beneath the more internal (northern) thrust belt, they show a thrust ramp across which are juxtaposed more basinal carbonates (Sicanian units) against the Hyblean platform. Thus, the deep structure of the thrust belt is marked by imbricated "foreland" and the thrust belt is carried on a single detachment. Although this model appears simply to be a fore-runner of that of catalano et alii (2013), lentini et alii 's (1996) interpretation does not show the buried thrust slices involving syn-kinematic (Neogene) strata. This is an important distinction, as evident below. Nevertheless, both lentini et alii (1996) and catalano et alii (2013) use the constituent Mesozoic facies to schematically restore the thrust system.
tHe sicilide PRobleM
Assumptions of the palaeogeographic arrangement of distinct tectono-stratigraphic successions underpin most regional studies of the structure of the Maghrebian thrust system of Sicily, such as that shown in Fig. 5b . In essence, the units are defined by distinctive Mesozoic rock sequences that imply distinct palaeobathymetric evolutions, used to infer relative positions across an ancestral continental margin. Building on Argand's original Alpine interpretations, ogniben (1960) applied palaeogeographic configurations to Sicily and the scheme was formalised by catalano & d'aRgenio (1978) amongst others. These configurations continue to provide firstorder constraints on regional structural models, including making precise interpretations of the Mesozoic facies contained within subsurface thrust sheets deduced from seismic reflection profiles (e.g. catalano et alii, 2013) and in placing thrusts on maps and cross-sections (Fig. 5 ). The present-day distribution of the various tectonostratigraphic units is shown on Fig 3, following the terminology of lentini & caRbone (2014). The foreland area is represented by platforms that crop out as the Hyblean plateau in SE Sicily. Within the thrust system much of the Mesozoic succession is in deep-water facies and constitutes the Imerese and Sicanian units. Mesozoic platform units are found within the thrust system, designated Trapanese and Panormide for outcrops in NW Sicily and in the Madonie mountains respectively. A final unit, which occupies pivotal positions in structural restorations, is inferred to form an upper far-travelled thrust sheet derived from a strongly subsided, deep-water location. This is the Sicilide unit, chiefly comprising red scaley clays, marls and thin carbonates collectively termed "Argille Varicolori". These are late Cretaceous to Oligocene in age and are generally interpreted to have detached from their older substrate (e.g. ogniben 1960 and numerous authors thereafter). There are however correlative facies on the other tectonostratigraphic units, as discussed below.
All interpretations of thrust belt structure illustrated on Fig. 5 show the Sicilide to be a far-travelled thrust sheet that lies structurally across all other tectonic units. Argille Varicolori, inferred to lie within a Sicilide sheet, are found in the far-south of the thrust system, near the front of the "Gela Nappe" (location E on We concur with avellone et alii (2010) that all Mesozoiclower Tertiary stratigraphic units within the Maghrebian chain are overlain by strata of up to Burdigalian age. It is the stratigraphic relationships of these and other Miocene strata that falsify the notion that the Sicilide (Argille Varicolori) represents a far-travelled thrust sheet that is derived from locations further oceanward than other Mesozoic successions (e.g. Panormide, Imerese etc) now stacked together in the Sicilian thrust belt. We summarise these relationships on Fig. 6a (with locations cross-referenced on Fig 3) . In the southern part of the thrust belt (location A on Fig. 6a) , represented by the Gela Nappe, Argille Varicolori pass up (with local unconformities) into deep-water laminites of the Licata Formation, which in turn passes up into claystones of the Terravecchia Formation. These formations record nearcontinuous deposition through the Miocene, under deepwater conditions. Likewise, Argille Varicolori further north in the Gela Nappe pass up into claystones of the Numidian turbidites (B on Fig. 6a ). Argille Varicolori also form the substrate to Aquitanian-Burdigalian-aged Numidian turbidites in central Sicily (PinteR et alii, 2018 ; location E on Fig. 5a ). These units are deformed and unconformablyoverlain by orogen-derived, deep-water sediments termed the Reitano "flysch" of Langhian age (gRasso et alii, 1999) . Further south in central Sicily (D on Fig. 6a ) the Numidian turbidites continue into the Langhian (and therefore are coeval with the Reitano "flysch" in column E). These younger Numidian strata pass up into Serravallian to Tortonian claystones. Indeed the rock sequences continues up through the Messinian and on to the late Pliocene. Thus, neither the Argille Varicolori of central Sicily nor its Neogene cover have been buried beneath a regional thrust sheet. This deduction, derived from primary tectonostratigraphic relationships, is confirmed by palaeothermal data (aldega et alii, 2007; coRRado et alii, 2009) .
If the Argille Varicolori of the Gela Nappe (columns A and B in Fig. 6a ) were contained within the same "Sicilide" thrust sheet as those of Central Sicily (columns D and E on Fig. 6a ) then other Mesozoic substrate that outcrops between these locations either form part of the same thrust sheet or were buried by it. Such substrate includes the deepwater Mesozoic successions now elevated within the Monte Judica thrust culmination (location C on Fig. 3 ). These units are overlain by Oligocene "scaglia" facies (e.g. caRbone et alii, 1990), a deep-water facies-equivalent to the Argille Varicolori. The Monte Judica substrate is overlain in turn by Aquitanian to Serravallian strata (including Numidian turbidites) that pass up into Tortonianaged Terravecchia claystones. Thus, the stratigraphic relationships preclude the Monte Judica rocks (column C on Fig. 6a ) being overthrust by a "Sicilide" or Gela Nappe, unless it happened in later Tortonian times.
Further Mesozoic substrate outcrops in northern Sicily, forming the Madonie mountains, continuing beneath the Numidian turbidites of the Nebrodi Mountains (Fig. 3) . As summarised on column F (Fig. 6a) , the turbidites are Aquitanian to Burdigalian in age (PinteR et alii, 2016) , capped by slump-sheets that are in turn overlain unconformably by Langhian-aged Reitano "flysch" (e.g. gRasso et alii, 1999). Thus if the Argille Varicolori of central and southern parts of the thrust belt were derived from oceanward (north, in the current geographic framework) of the Mesozoic strata of the Madonie-Nebrodi mountains, as demanded by advocates of a far-travelled Sicilide thrust sheet, they would need to have been emplaced after deposition of the Reitano flysch. This would compromise the relationships between strata of Langhian age across the region, placing the orogen-derived turbidites of column F far removed from their correlatives in column B (Fig. 6a) and forelandward of the sediment-starved time-equivalent successions now within the Gela Nappe (columns A and B). It also requires the Numidian rocks of the Nebrodi Mountains to have once lain in the footwall to the Sicilide thrust sheet. Yet these strata show no palaeothermal signature of such burial (aldega et alii, 2007 In summary, existing interpretations consider the Argille Varicolori to have been derived from an oceanward location and to have been emplaced as a Sicilide thrust sheet that leapfrogged over all over palaeogeographic units. This means that it formed a roof thrust sheet to the other structures in the thrust belt -so these other sheets developed not as an emergent imbricate fan but as a duplex. Yet these thrust sheets record syn-kinematic deposition, in some locations continuing up into the late Pliocene (e.g. Centuripe basin: C on Fig. 6a ). These stratigraphic relationships prohibit the duplex model and consequently falsify the notion of a Sicilide thrust sheet. Note that, with the exception from that reported for the Monte Judica culmination: C of Fig. 6a , discussed later, palaeothermal data from the Miocene strata (aldega et alii, 2007; coRRado et alii, 2009 ) definitively prohibit tectonic burial that would be a consequence of the Sicilide thrust sheet. We therefore deduce that the Sicilian thrust systems were entirely emergent during their evolution and were open to the syn-orogenic seabed (or locally subaerially exposed) through the Neogene. This contrasts with deductions made by gasPaRo MoRticelli et alii (2015) for structural-stratigraphic relationships in western Sicily, which are essentially adopted from those of catalano & d'aRgenio (1978) . Their structural history is therefore not appropriate for central-eastern Sicily and may indeed be generally inappropriate.
evidence foR basin Re-stRuctuRing Several lines of evidence cast doubt on the use of Mesozoic stratigraphy as a guide to the pre-orogenic configuration of thrust sheets now found on Sicily. Within the Nebrodi mountains (Fig. 3) , the platform carbonates of the Panormide domain are unconformably overlain by the Numidian turbidite sandstones ( Fig. 6a; deWeveR et alii, 2010) indicating that by the Burdigalian parts of the Panormide unit had subsided to significant water depths and certainly did not occupy a platformal, shallow-water position. Furthermore, PinteR et alii (2016) describe Cretaceous platform carbonates, capped by an erosional karstic surface overlain in turn by deep-water cherty red marlstones and thin limestones, so-called Scaglia facies (gRasso et alii, 1978) (ogniben, 1960) , which is interbedded with Argille Varicolori and found in outcrops SE of the Madonie mountains. These were presumably shed into a deep-water, clay, marl and chert-prone basin adjacent to the residual Panormide platform.
A schematic representation of pre-thrusting stratigraphic relationships that honour field relationships in north-central Sicily is shown in Fig. 6b . The Mesozoic transitions between platforms and basins lie beyond the region represented by this diagram. The close proximity of these constituent palaeoenvironments is inferred here to be the product of early Tertiary faulting. As the vertical offset of these inferred faults can be no more than the differences in palaeobathymetry of pre-faulting strata, we suggest that these structures were principally strikeslip. The orientation of the faults is presently unknown, although we discuss some inferences for the locations in the SE segment of the thrust belt below.
GROWTH STRATA, THE TIMING OF DEFORMATION AND STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION IN THE THRUST BELT.
We now consider the structural and stratigraphic relationships in the eastern part of the thrust belt. Figure  7 serves as a location map to the representative crosssections used to illustrate these relationships. We contrast these geometries as portrayed by structures within the thrust wedge (Fig. 8) with those at the thrust front (Fig. 9) . Our aim is to illustrate that folds and thrusts grew in parallel over a long period, that sedimentation was strongly located upon the thrust wedge rather than in a foredeep and consequently that the thrusts in the thrust wedge are ramp-dominated.
defoRMation WitHin tHe tHRust Wedge
Syn-kinematic strata chart the evolution of the thrust wedge in east-central Sicily. We illustrate this by considering two cross-sections (Fig. 8) . The first of these (Fig. 8a ) revises mapping by caRbone et alii (1990) , building on the cross-section of gaMbino et alii (2018) . The section line includes 5 wells that penetrate lower Miocene sandstones and mudstones of the Numidian system together with their substrate of Argille Varicolori. Wells and outcrop suggest that the Numidian strata achieve thicknesses of several km. However, in the Sperlinga syncline the Numidian strata are just 300m thick and are capped conformably by siliceous marlstones of Burdigalian age. These marlstones signify a termination of the main sand input in this sub-basin. The thickness variations in the turbidites correspond to structures and indicate that the deposition of the Numidian system is syn-kinematic. Thus, this part of the thrust belt had begun to develop at least by Burdigalian times. Continuing deformation is charted by strata in the Mandre Basin, which now lies in the footwall to a major back-thrust. Facies and thickness variations both in late Tortonian clastics (Jones & gRasso, 1997) and in Messinian evaporites (butleR et alii, 2015) indicate that this back-thrust had a protracted history, active for at least 3 million years. Collectively the structures in Fig. 8a) were active for most of the Miocene, and certainly for more than 10 million years.
Long-lived deformation characterises the development of the Marcasita anticline (Fig. 8b) . Our cross-section uses outcrop mapping together with sub-surface data from the Morello 1 well and the Pasquasia evaporite mine (butleR et alii,1995b) . The well penetrated over 3000m of chiefly lower Miocene strata in the footwall to a thrust that carried Argille Varicolori to outcrop in the core of the Marcasita anticline. These sediments lie in a growth syncline and most of the strata pinch out southwards onto the northern limb of an anticline that is cored by Argille Varicolori of the Pietraperzia inlier (butleR & licKoRisH, 1997). The syncline also hosts the several hundred metres of Messinian evaporites. These pass laterally onto the flanks of the Marcasita and Pietraperzia anticlines to be represented by a few metres of Calcare di Base. Thus, the folds were active through to the end of the Miocene. Activity continued into the late Pliocene, as charted by a spectacular set of off-lapping parasequences of coastal carbonates (butleR and licKoRisH, 1997) that comprise the youngest part of the thrust-top deposits. This part of the thrust belt is interpreted to have been subaerial thereafter as the regional regression swept southwards (butleR et alii, 1995a) .
Both cross-sections, and many others in the thrust belt, demonstrate long-lived deformation on individual and arrays of folds and thrusts (Fig. 8) . However, there has been rather little syn-kinematic erosion of anticline crests. The Marcasita anticline preserves a cover of Pliocene strata 8 km along strike of the section line of Fig 8b. Other strata onlap and pinch onto the flanks of the fold. Likewise, syn-kinematic strata dominate the outcrop on Fig. 8a . Presumably, the amplification of the anticlines was compensated by subsidence of the thrust belt as a whole, presumably charting the flexural loading of the underlying foreland lithosphere by the adjacent orogenic hinterland (butleR et alii, 1995a).
tHe tHRust fRont
The front of the thrust system is marked by an allochthonous sheet largely comprising previously deposited clay-dominated syn-kinematic strata and generally referred to as the "Gela Nappe" (ogniben, 1969) . It is illustrated here in two cross-sections (Fig. 9) . The frontal structures have been penetrated by several deep exploration wells that encountered platform/shelf carbonates of the Hyblean foreland beneath nappe. These buried foreland carbonates are stratigraphically capped by the Pliocene Trubi Formation and very thin mudstones. In contrast, immediately ahead of the thrust front, the vestigial foredeep contains up to 2 km of Plio-Quaternary claystones and fine sandstones. Likewise, significant thicknesses of Upper Pliocene-Lower Pleistocene strata are preserved above the nappe.
In the northern section (modified after butleR et alii, 1995a; Fig.9a ) much of the Gela Nappe is covered by Plio-Pleistocene strata that are weakly deformed and unconformably overlie folded sequences of Tortonian claystones and Messinian evaporites. These stratigraphic relationships are observed in outcrop adjacent to the line of cross-section (see Fig. 7 ). It seems probable that these folds are cored by Numidian clays and Argille Varicolori as these units also outcrop along strike. The frontal part of the Gela Nappe largely comprises Terravecchia claystones, Messinian evaporites and their cover of Trubi chalk, all folded together. The thrust front is buried and unconformably overlain by Pleistocene clays which onlap folded evaporites and Trubi chalk. These onlap relationships have been mapped around the town of Caltagirone (lentini, 1984) and provide critical evidence for the termination of displacement along this segment of the thrust front.
The southern cross-section (modified after licKoRisH et alii, 1999; Fig. 9b ) illustrates structural and stratigraphic relationships equivalent to those displayed in the frontal part of Fig 9a. As in the north, here too the thrust front is overstepped by Pleistocene claystones and sandstones. The folded and thrusted Messinian evaporites, Trubi chalks and later Pliocene claystones are underlain by thickened claystones of Tortonian and possibly earlier Miocene age (the Licata Formation, lateral equivalent to the Terravecchia Formation). A key difference between the sections is that in the south there is a young thrust that cuts Pleistocene strata (Fig. 9b) . This is interpreted by licKoRisH et alii (1999) as a break-back structure that represents shortening within the thrust wedge, hindward of the frontal thrust.
The stratigraphy of the buried foreland beneath the frontal Gela Nappe is known from various wells, including Settafarine (Fig. 9b) and, in the north, Ramacca 1 (Fig. 4a) . The base of the Gela Nappe glides on a thin succession of Trubi chalk and a veneer of Pliocene claystones. There is no thick succession of syn-kinematic strata. These were only deposited on the thrust wedge itself and eventually, along the modern thrust front. Therefore, the emergent thrust front was largely emplaced into a submarine basin which, at the time of deformation was locally receiving very little detrital input.
tHe Monte Judica tHRust stacK
Although much of the eastern part of the Sicilian thrust belt is covered by late-kinematic, Pliocene strata, the Monte Judica area (Fig. 7) represents an important structural culmination that reveals the structure and pre-kinematic stratigraphy (lentini, 1974) . Existing interpretations show the area to comprise a stack of imbricate thrust slices of deep-water Mesozoic-Palaeogene carbonates together with their cover of Miocene claystones and quartz sandstones (e.g. biancHi et alii, 1989; Fig. 4a ). That this represents an exhumed, once deeply buried, part of the thrust system is evidenced by vitrinite and illite crystallinity data presented by di Paolo et alii (2012). These suggest peak temperatures for the exhumed Triassic strata of 100-130 °C. This culmination is rimmed by further Miocene sandstones and claystones that are grouped with inliers of Argille Varicolori. Therefore, existing interpretations argue that these rimming units are erosional remnants of a fartravelled "Sicilide" thrust sheet. di Paolo et alii (2012) argue that this thrust sheet provided a tectonic overburden that accounts for the peak temperatures in the culmination. As discussed earlier, the timing and distribution of synkinematic strata across the Sicilian thrust belt preclude this established interpretation. And at Monte Judica these preclusions are especially evident. As caRbone et alii (1990) show, the imbricate slices in the Monte Judica stack contain strata up to Serravallian in age. Therefore, emplacement of any far-travelled enveloping thrust sheet would need to postdate at least the early Serravallian. However, the thrust stack including the Argille Varicolori are unconformably overlain by early Tortonian Terravecchia claystones, indeed some parts of this succession may also be Serravallian in age (caRbone et alii, 1990) . Furthermore, more northern parts of the thrust belt are overlain by Langhian strata and younger that locally postdate much of the deformation (gRasso et alii, 1999) . So, there is no viable time-window within the record of syn-kinematic strata (Burdigalian to Pleistocene) when a "Sicilide" thrust sheet could have been emplaced across the rocks that now constitute the Monte Judica imbricate stack.
A revised interpretation of structural-stratigraphic relationships at Monte Judica is presented (Fig. 10a) , based on the mapping of caRbone et alii (1990) . In this, Argille Varicolori form part of the pre-kinematic substrate along with the deep-water Mesozoic carbonates. At outcrop, these carbonates are capped by a veneer of a few metres of "Scaglia" red mudstones and thin carbonates (caRbone et alii, 1990) and it is these rocks that we consider to be the immediate equivalents of the Argille Varicolori in the area (as discussed in Fig. 6 ). We now require an SI.RI.PRO seismic line (lentini, 1984; caRbone et alii, 1990; stuRiale et alii, 2010) .
explanation for the variations in thickness between the Argille Varicolori and "Scaglia". Consequently, we propose that the Mesozoic carbonates were faulted into a block-and-basin morphology and that these pre-orogenic normal faults then served to influence the thrust system (Fig. 10b) . Following our earlier work (PinteR et alii, 2018) we further propose that the Numidian strata -of Burdigalian to Langhian age -were deposited in growing thrust-top basins. They therefore onlap the growing flanks of these basins which are currently represented by the northern (back) sides of the imbricated slices of pre-kinematic substrate. The model further explains why these sandstones and claystones around Monte Judica are as young as Serravallian, as these represent the final part of the thrust-top basin successions here (Fig. 10a, c) . The older parts of the Numidian succession, here largely comprising claystones, are found in the deeper parts of the thrust-top basins, and these are exposed away from the plunge culmination of the thrust stack (caRbone et alii, 1990) . So that a Sicilide thrust sheet can provide the necessary burial conditions to explain their palaeothermal data, di Paolo et alii (2012) invoke <500m stratigraphic cover of Neogene age on the pre-orogenic strata of the Monte Judica area. Our revised interpretation suggests that the Numidian strata alone may have exceeded thickness of 2 km. Adjacent wells off the culmination (caRbone et alii, 1990) suggest the Terravecchia may have provided an additional > 1000m of burial. Collectively these synkinematic strata may have provided sufficient further burial to achieve the necessary peak temperatures in the deeper stratigraphic levels. At present, the sample locations in the study of di Paolo et alii (2012, and others) and sedimentary burial. However, using our modified thicknesses of syn-kinematic strata (Fig. 10) , the thickness of any over-riding thrust sheet required by di Paolo et alii (2012) becomes vanishingly small. Therefore, it should be possible to reconcile the palaeothermal data with the deductions from stratal relationships that the Mont Judica culmination was never buried beneath a fartravelled thrust sheet. Our explanation for the Monte Judica thrust stack is consistent with the behaviour of thrust systems that emerge into areas receiving significant syn-kinematic sedimentation, in this case the influx of lower Miocene clays and sands. The thrust slices are separated by these younger rocks and climb ramps. It is these relationships that create the culmination in this part of the thrust belt. Just ahead of each of the main thrust slices, of Monte Judica and Monte Scalpello, there are folded subsidiary thrust slices that locally create downward-facing folds and fault segments (Fig. 10a) . The main thrust slices apparently cut across and over-step these complications, in a similar fashion to that interpreted for the seismic example from the Niger delta ( Fig. 2c-e) . Note that, at Monte Judica, only the deeper levels of these ramps are preserved. It is likely that deformation continued into the later Miocene.
Within the eastern thrust belt, the structure changes away from the Monte Judica culmination. To the west the thrust belt has a more subdued relief and is largely masked by Tortonian and younger syn-to-late kinematic strata (Fig. 7) . Inliers of pre-kinematic strata exclusively comprise Argille Varicolori and it is this substrate that underpins outcrop of the thrust wedge of the Caltanissetta Basin (Fig. 3) . It is possible that a major basin-bounding structure for the Argille Varicolori lay just west of the modern position of the Monte Judica culmination and it is the resultant distribution of the different pre-kinematic successions that control thrust belt structure.
A MODEL FOR THRUST WEDGE EVOLUTION
The timing of syn-kinematic strata is compiled on a cross-section across the eastern part of the thrust belt (Fig. 11) . This follows the line of section of caRbone et alii (1990; Fig. 4a ; see also biancHi et alii, 1989) but includes the Gela Nappe (butleR et alii, 1992) . Note that the deep structure of this section, specifically the depth to the floor thrust and the internal content and structure of the pre-kinematic rocks, are poorly constrained. The interpretation is modified after PinteR et alii (2018) and, in contrast to earlier interpretations, considers the Numidian system to represent the fill to thrust-top basins rather than form far-travelled thrust sheets of ancestral foredeep deposits (c.f. di Paolo et alii, 2014; gasPaRo MoRticelli et alii, 2015) . Thus, the thrust wedge initiated in or just before Burdigalian time. Following butleR et alii (1995a), the regional regression surface that caps thrusts and folds become progressively younger to the south (late Pliocene into early Pleistocene), dating the progressive termination of deformation within the thrust wedge (Fig. 11) .
The complete history of deformation and the activity are difficult to establish for most of the thrust-top basins, because, along this line of section, the upper part of their stratigraphic record has been eroded. Ubiquitously at outcrop, all the Numidian strata are deformed, as typified by Fig. 8b , indicating that deformation continued into the middle Miocene in these localities. However, projection from adjacent areas of the thrust belt to the west, where younger strata are preserved (Fig. 7) , allows some additional insight.
Thus, the Centuripe basin lies in the hangingwall to the Altesina back thrust, the footwall syncline to which developed from the late Tortonian to the early Pliocene (butleR & gRasso, 1993; butleR et alii, 2015) . Likewise, the southward-directed (forelandward) thrusts beneath and at the southern edge of the Centuripe basin are sealed by Terravecchia clays that are themselves tilted and slumped.
Numidian in thrust-top basins
Reitano "late" kinematic basin Fig. 11 -Regional cross-section across the map area of Fig. 7 , approximately along the path of that of biancHi et alii (1989; see also caRbone et alii, 1990 and Fig. 5a for comparison), with summaries of the timing of syn-kinematic strata. This synthesises the inferred timing of deformation activity. Note that the internal structure of pre-kinematic units at depth, and the position of the basal detachment (regional floor thrust) are poorly constrained, lying beyond the reach of existing boreholes.
Projecting the relationships on Fig. 8a from along trend to the west of Enna (Fig. 7) , suggests that these structures were active throughout the Miocene (Fig. 8b) . In contrast to much of the thrust wedge, the Gela Nappe contains only few strata that pre-date the Terravecchia Formation. It seems probable that this part of the Terravecchia was deposited ahead of the ancestral thrust wedge and therefore represents foredeep, rather than thrust-top sedimentation (butleR et alii, 1992) . However, certainly by the Messinian, these strata had been accreted into the thrust wedge as evidenced by growth strata and short-range facies changes in the evaporites across folds within the Gela Nappe. Deformation in these frontal structures continued during the Pliocene (butleR et alii, 1995a) .
disPlaceMent PaRtitioning in tHe tHRust Wedge
The integration of stratigraphic interpretations, allied to the work of Pinter et alii (2016 Pinter et alii ( , 2018 conforms to the description of the thrust wedge in eastern Sicily provided by butleR & licKoRisH (1997). They argue for structures within the wedge to be long-lived, having operated not in a sequence but in parallel. Displacement on thrusts, and shortening across folds is relatively small. butleR & licKoRisH (1997) estimate <5 km shortening across the southern part of the thrust wedge since the Messinian at a time-averaged rate of less than 1mm/yr. These values are broadly in agreement with those obtained by butleR et alii (1992) for the Gela Nappe near Ramacca (Fig. 7) along the line of section of Fig. 11 . In contrast, a simple line-length measurement implies c 10km of shortening on the Monte Judica thrust stack (Fig. 10a) . Integrating these figures across the section line of Fig. 11 suggests a total shortening across the thrust wedge of 20-30km.
Displacements across the thrust system are generally considered to greatly exceed those estimated above. Palaeomagnetic data (summarised by cifelli et alii, 2007) indicate that the Scaglia of the Monte Judica thrust stack has experienced c 90-100 degrees clockwise rotations. These rotations decrease systematically in younger, synkinematic strata. Thus, the thrust belt developed by rotational, foreland-directed thrusting. Assuming 90 degree clockwise rotation about a pole in SW Sicily (c. 150 km from the Monte Judica thrust stack and the section line of Fig. 11 ) we can establish a horizontal translation for the thrust wedge of 235 km (see also sPeRanza et alii, 2018) . As the thrust wedge only accommodates about 20-30 km of shortening, the basal detachment must accommodate about 200km displacement. There are substantial uncertainties in these estimates, but the general pattern is clear -displacements on the eastern Sicilian thrust belt were very strongly partitioned onto the basal thrust detachment and not within the thrust wedge.
DISCUSSION
The controls on the evolution of the thrust wedge exerted by varying the distribution of syn-kinematic sedimentation can be explored schematically (Fig. 12) . The thrust front represents the emergence of a basal detachment that follows a thrust flat. In essence it must climb onto the synkinematic seabed and this cannot receive any appreciable sedimentation. Rather, sedimentation must accumulate near-exclusively upon the thrust wedge and, together with minor thrusting and folding, be responsible for maintaining the necessary mechanical taper to achieve the large displacements. These structural-stratal relationships are found in eastern Sicily, as described above. Sediment ponding is found in the thrust-top basins. Although wellpenetrations behind the thrust front confirm that there was very limited sedimentation ahead of the advancing thrust wedge until it encountered the modern foredeep, these only constrain the last few km of displacement. However, the frontal parts of the thrust belt, represented by the Licata Formation, testify to very low sediment accumulation rates during the Miocene too.
The single far-travelled thrust wedge model of Fig. 12a breaks down in detail for eastern Sicily, specifically for the late Tortonian. Terravecchia clays of this age, together with their Messinian cover, appear to have been deposited ahead of the thrust wedge (butleR et alii, 1992; Fig. 12b ). This might have been expected to have promoted rampclimbing at the thrust front, as seen for example in the Pleistocene as the thrust wedge entered the modern foredeep. However, an alternative response is for the thrust front to simply accrete the entire foredeep succession -in a similar fashion to descriptions of subduction-accretion complexes (e.g. leggett et alii, 1979; Fig. 12c ). The content and structure of the Gela Nappe, that now contains these accreted foredeep deposits, is rather different to the rest of the thrust belt, as it contains very little pre-kinematic strata. Thus, the late Tortonian is a relatively unusual period for the thrust wedge in eastern Sicily and perhaps reflects enhanced sediment supply, so that accommodation space on the thrust wedge was overfilled and the excess sediment bypasses for once into the foredeep. This only seems to have happened once more, at the very end of the tectonic history and at a time when the thrust wedge was finally exhumed from below sea-level, perhaps due to tectonic unloading in the orogenic hinterland (e.g. butleR et alii., 1995a).
Developing from the model of rotational overthrusting, a series of competing scenarios can be proposed for the structure of the Sicilian thrust belt that can then be challenged by the findings developed here. The first of these ( Fig. 13a) configures the thrust belt as a simple emergent imbricate fan, where displacements are distributed equally across an array of thrusts. Assuming the overarching Fig. 13 -Conceptual representations of rotational overthrusting applied to eastern Sicily, viewed towards SW and with the more internal thrust sheets stripped away to depict the deep structure. a) a conventional representation of the thrust belt as an emergent imbricate fan. b) depicts the thrust belt as formed as a few large-extent, large-displacement thrust sheets (essentially the model of catalano et alii, 2013; and gasPaRo MoRticelli et alii, 2015) . c) the geometry preferred here shows the thrust belt as an imbricate fan but with displacements strongly partitioned preferentially onto the basal thrust. (Fig. 13a) . In the second configuration (Fig. 13b) , the thrust belt is formed of a few, far-travelled thrust sheets that are stacked above each other. The model as shown here assumes that thrust slices are accreted into the thrust wedge along its leading edge in a manner equivalent to that developed in the traditional "duplex model" of boyeR & elliott (1982) . For this geometry to adhere to the premise of our paper, there can be no appreciable synkinematic sedimentation ahead of any of the thrust slices as they develop. Only the uppermost thrust slice, the top of the thrust wedge, would be permitted to accumulate syn-kinematic sediment.
The second configuration (Fig. 13b ) is essentially that of catalano et alii (2013), which invokes frontal accretion of thrust slices. Their interpretation of subsurface structure would require modification to conform to the requirements of our model as these authors infer the presence of syn-kinematic strata between the thrust slices and significant syn-kinematic deposition at the emergent thrust break (gasPaRo MoRticelli et alii, 2015) . Furthermore, if the deep structure of the thrust belt comprises stacked thrust sheets then each accretion to the evolving thrust wedge might be expected to have generated a phase of rapid uplift. These abrupt wedgethickening events are illustrated by gasPaRo MoRticelli et alii, (2015) . However, it is not clear how this can be compatible with the stratigraphic record of the thrust wedge. For example, the NW corner of our study area (around Castellana Sicula, Fig. 7 ), which coincides with the SiRiPRO transect used by catalano et alii (2013), remained close to sea level during the climax of these proposed thickening events (from Serravallian to early Pliocene times). There is little evidence to support pulsed episodes of rapid uplift of the thrust wedge implied by this scenario (Fig. 13b) .
In a third configuration (Fig. 13c) , the thrust belt is portrayed with displacements strongly partitioned onto the basal detachment. The thrust wedge modifies its shape and volume only gradually, by slow deformation and by accumulating sediment in thrust-top basins. However, in contrast to the modest displacements within, the entire thrust wedge is translated and rotated over a continuous footwall. In this fashion it experiences the bulk of the forelandward rotation. In accord with palaeomagnetic results (cifelli et alii, 2007) , there is little differential rotation between parts of the thrust belt, but there is between the thrust wedge and the orogenic foreland of the Hyblean plateau. The buried foreland beneath the thrust wedge may deform during the translation of the thrust wedge, for example by imbrication. However, these underlying structures would form buried beneath the thrust wedge, they would not climb directly with the syn-orogenic surface and thus would not contain synkinematic sediments. In a Sicilian context, significant successions of syn-kinematic sediments are restricted to lie upon the thrust wedge. Therefore, any deep structure beneath the thrust wedge must be limited to pre-kinematic strata alone. This requirement is fulfilled in the crosssection of lentini et alii (1996; Fig. 5c ). In contrast, the interpretations of the SiRiPRO profile by catalano et alii, (2013) and gasPaRo MoRticelli et alii, 2015) both show the incorporation of syn-kinematic strata at deep levels in the thrust stack (Fig. 5b) and are therefore incompatible with the behaviour of emergent thrust systems outlined here.
CONCLUSIONS
The Maghrebian thrust system of eastern Sicily developed as an emergent imbricate fan, active from the Burdigalian, or slightly earlier, through into the Pleistocene, accompanied by substantial clock-wise tectonic rotations. Sedimentation was strongly ponded on the thrust wedge so that the evolving thrust front sediment-starved for much of this period. Consequently, the floor thrust to this system was able to glide across the syn-kinematic sea-bed and was not forced to climb ramps across foredeep sediment. This in turn promoted partitioning of displacement strongly onto this basal thrust. As cifelli et alii (2007) and sPeRanza et alii (2018) report, there is little significant difference in the amount of tectonic rotation experienced by contemporaneous tectono-stratigraphic units, and the thrust wedge as a whole records decreasing rotations through time. These results indicate that the thrust belt does not contain large displacements between individual thrust sheets, but these were rotated together, with respect to the orogenic foreland.
Our tectono-stratigraphic study here is consistent with the palaeomagnetic results and conforms to understanding of structural evolution in emergent thrust systems that are receiving syn-kinematic sedimentation. Thrust structures within the wedge are ramp-dominated and developed at strain rates substantially slower than along the thrust front and basal detachment. Many existing tectonic syntheses of the Sicilian thrust system are improbable because they use structural evolutions that are inappropriate to emergent thrust belts. Pre-kinematic strata ubiquitous restore to underlie their local Mio-Pliocene successions -effectively eliminating the need for implausibly thin, far-travelled allochthonous sheets such as the "Sicilide". The prominence of these far-travelled sheets in existing models of the Sicilian thrust belt rely on preconceived palaeogeographic reconstructions that are inherently highly uncertain, being simply assumed rather than based on demonstrable field relationships. The syn-kinematic stratigraphic record implies that while the thrust wedge as an entity displays large allochthoneity, its constituent tectono-stratigraphic units do not. The record of synkinematic strata and their distribution offer additional constraints on subsurface interpretations in thrust belts that are currently under-utilised. We hope that the methods we have developed here will help to reduce uncertainty in the interpretation of emergent thrust belts in general.
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